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Least cost ration formulation using linear programming (LP) is an ideal 

approach to optimize cost of feed without compromising on the quality of 

feed using local feeds.  In the present research communication, a 

methodology has been presented for formulation of least cost concentrate 

feed for cattle.  Solver module of Microsoft Excel has been used as an 

interface. By using this method, researchers and students of animal 

nutrition can formulate least cost balanced rations using different raw 

materials having variations in chemical composition and cost on day to day 

basis. In this paper we delineate the various steps in achieving the same.
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INTRODUCTION

Advancements in computer technology, mathematical modeling and 

animal nutrition have resulted in vast improvements in the last 20-25 years. 

Computers have provided affordable feed formulation solutions to the feed 

industry. Many entrepreneurs have come out with different feed 

formulation software for commercial use often limited by high costs. In 

this paper we have presented a method for formulating least cost ration 

using Solver in MS-Excel. MS-Excel comes bundled with MS-Office and 

hence no extra cost is involved by the use of this method. It is also user 

friendly as minimum computer skills are required.

MATERIALS & METHODS

Solving the problem - By Linear Programming Approach

The feed formulation problem can be solved by linear programming 

method.  Linear programming is a mathematical tool to optimize 

(maximize or minimize) a linear function of two or more variables subject 

to some constraints on the variables (Frederick Hillier et al 1995, G B 

Dantzig et al 2003).  It has wide application in agriculture, industry, 

transport etc (Wayne L. Winston 2004).

Suppose we have 4 feed ingredients f1, f2, f3 and f4 from which a feed has 

to be formulated and n1, n2, n3 are the nutrients which have to be in 

optimum quantity in the feed formulation.  Let xi (i=1, 2, 3, 4) be the 

quantity of fi in the final feed formulation. Suppose fi contains dij quantity 

of nutrient nj and suppose ri and si are the required minimum and 

maximum limits of ni in the feed formulation (table 1). The problem is 

determining the quantities of the 4 feeds so that the nutritional 

requirements of the 3 nutrients are met. Based on this information a linear 

programming model can be formed as follows.

Table 1. Composition, cost of feeds and minimum/ maximum requirements 

of nutrients

      Feeds                 n1      n2    n3       Cost       

       f1  d11  d12   d13 c1 x1

       f2 d21  d22   d23      c2 x2

       f3 d31  d32   d33 c3 x3

       f4 d41  d42   d43 c4 x4

Min. quantity of nutrient ni r1     r2      r3

Max. quantity of nutrient ni s1    s2       s3

The objective function is

Minimize Cost C = cl*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4        ---------------(1)

subject to the constraints

d11*x1 + d21*x2 + d31*x3 + d41*x4 >= r1

d11*x1 + d21*x2 + d31*x3 + d41*x4 <= s1

d12*x1 + d22*x2 + d32*x3 + d42*x4 >= r2             --------------(2)

d12*x1 + d22*x2 + d32*x3 + d42*x4 <= s2

d13*x1 + d23*x2 + d33*x3 + d43*x4 >= r3

d13*x1 + d23*x2 + d33*x3 + d43*x4 <= s3

(constraints on nutrients based on table 1)

x1 >= 0, x2 >= 0, x3 >= 0, x4 >= 0

(quantity of ingredients are non-negative)

Our objective is to minimize cost C, given in eqn (1) subject to the constraint 

equations given in (2). If required we can have additional constraints 

corresponding to minimum/ maximum quantity of any of the feed 

ingredients in the ration 

Computation by Solver module of MS-Excel 

Commercial software viz. Lingo, MATLAB, Mathematica, MS-Excel, SAS 

etc are available to solve linear programming problems.  Since Microsoft 

Excel is most popular and widely available spreadsheet software we have 

described the steps involved in Excel to formulate the right feed.  A tool 

known as Solver is available in MS Excel to solve such problems, the use of 

which is demonstrated (Ziggy Macdonald, 1995). 

The Solver option is available in Tools menu of MS-Excel.  If it's not present 

then it can be added by clicking on Add-Ins in Tools menu and checking the 

Solver text box. Carry out the steps as indicated and Solver will be added to 

the Tools menu. 

Formulation of a low cost ration by an example

Use of maize (Zea mays) grain, jowar (Sorghum vulgare) grain, peanut 

(Arachis hypogea) cake, til (Sesamum indicum) cake and de-oiled rice 

(Oryza sativa) bran are illustrated to formulate concentrate mixture with 

Quantity of ingredient 
in ration 
Quantity of ingredient 
in ration 

1 2

1

2
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known specifications (Moisture = Max limit 11 %; CP  = Min limit 22 %; Fat 

= Min limit 3 % ; Crude Fiber (CF) = Max limit 7 %). Cost and composition 

of few nutrients of the ingredients are given in table 2. It also shows the 

minimum and maximum requirement of the nutrients in the ration. Some 

additional requirements on grains, cakes and rice bran are also to be taken 

into consideration. Total grain content in the formulation should be less 

than 55 parts, total cake content in the formulation should be less than 40 

parts, rice bran content to be at least 20 parts, 2 parts of mineral mixture and 

1 part of salt to be present in the ration. Let x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 be the 

quantities of maize, jowar, groundnut cake, til cake and de-oiled rice bran in 

the ration. We can set up an LP  model based on this information.

Table 2. Nutritional composition and cost of ingredients and minimum/ 

maximum constraints on the nutritional constituents

Setting up the LP  model

The objective function is

Min. cost C = 8.5*x1 + 6*x2 + 15*x3 + 13*x4 + 10*x5 + 2*40 + 1*5 -------------(3)

subject to

0.08*x1 + 0.12*x2 + 0.1*x3 + 0.11*x4 + 0.1*x5 <= 0.11*(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5)  

(Moisture content in the ration is less than 11% of ration)

i.e.

-0.03*x1 + 0.01*x2 - 0.01*x3 - 0.01*x5 <= 0

Similarly the constraints corresponding to CP, fat, CF, grains, cakes, rice 

bran, salt, mineral mixture and total weight of ration are:

-0.13*x1 + 0.11*x2 + 0.203*x3 + 0.126*x4 - 0.12*x5 >= 0 

-0.015*x1 - 0.011*x2 + 0.0096*x3 + 0.048*x4 - 0.025*x5 >= 0 

-0.055*x1 – 0.06*x2 – 0.0151*x3 – 0.0127*x4 + 0.13*x5 <= 0 

x1 + x2 <= 55 

x3 + x4 <= 40

x5 >= 21, x5 <=22

x6 = 2

x7 = 1

x1 + x2 + x3 +x4 + x5 +x6 +x7 = 100

Solving in MS-Excel solver

An optimization model has three parts: the target cell, the changing cells, 

and the constraints. 

1. The information in column A  may be entered as in figure 1.

  Moisture   CP  Fat  Crude  

Fibre  

Cost/100 

kg  

Quantity of  ingredient  in ration 

(kg)  

Maize  8.00  9.00  1.50  1.50  850  x1  

Jowar  12.00  11.00  1.90  1.00  600  x2  

Groundnut  cake  10.00  42.30  3.96  5.49  1500  x3  

Til  cake  11.00  34.60  7.80  5.3  1300  x4  

De-oiled  rice  

bran  

10.00  10.00  0.50  20.00  1000  x5  

Mineral  mixture   0  0  0  0  4000  2  

Salt  0  0  0  0  500  1  

Min  0  22%  3%  0    

Max  11%  -  -  7%    

 

 

-------(4)

2. Enter the formula for objective function in cell B4

3. Enter “0” in cells B7, B8, B9, B10 and B11. These are the initial 

values of the decision variables. Enter 2 and 1 in cells B12 and B13 

respectively.

Figure 1. Setting up the problem in MS-Excel

4. The constraints equations are entered in cells B17, B18,…, B23, B24 as 

follows

Grains (B17) = B7 + B8

Cakes (B18) = B9 + B10

Rice bran (B19) = B11

Moisture (B20) = -0.03*B7+0.01*B8-0.01*B9-0.01*B11

Crude Protein (B21)  = -0.13*B7-0.11*B8+0.203*B9+0.126*B10-0.12*B11

Fat (B22) =  -0.015*B7-0.011*B8+0.0096*B9+0.048*B10-               

      0.025*B11

Crude Fibre (B23) =  - 0 . 0 5 5 * B 7 - 0 . 0 6 * B 8 - 0 . 0 1 5 1 * B 9 -

      0.0127*B10+0.13*B11

Total (B24) = B7+B8+B9+B10+B11+B12+B13

5. Enter the minimum/ maximum/ equal values in column C and D 

corresponding to the constraints A17 to A24.

6. Select 'Solver' from 'Tools' menu. A solver dialog box opens. The 

target cell has to be set to B4. 

7.              Choose 'Min' option box since we have to minimize the cost.

8. The range of cells viz. decision variables which the solver can vary 

and  has to be given as B7-B11 in 'By changing Cells' box (fig 2.)

Figure 2. Solver dialog box
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9. Next the constraints have to be added by clicking on 'Add' button. 

Another dialog box opens as in Fig. 3. Select the cell containing the 

constraint formula in the 'Cell Reference' box. Select the appropriate 

inequality sign and the constraint value. For the constraint on grains we 

have selected B17, <= and D17 in the appropriate cells. Click on 'Add' to 

add other constraints. When all the constraints have been included click on 

'OK' (figs. 3 and 4)

Figure 3. Constraints dialog box

Figure 4. Solver dialog box with completed options

10 Next click on 'Options' in the main solver dialog box. The 'solver 

Options' dialog box opens. Check the 'Assume Linear model' and 'Assume 

non-negative' boxes. Click 'OK (fig. 5).

Figure 5. Solver options dialog box

11. Click on 'Solve'. The 'Solver Results' dialog box opens (fig. 6). 

You can generate all the three reports. If you want to make any 

modifications in the model you can click on 'Restore Original Values' else 

click on 'Keep solver Solution’

Figure 6. The results dialog box

Solution of the optimum ration problem

The optimum solution for our problem has been obtained (fig. 6). The 

quantities of maize, jowar, ground nut cake, til cake and rice bran in the 

mixture can be seen as 0, 37.5, 23.5, 15 and 21 kgs respectively and the cost 

of the ration is Rs.1787 per 100kgs. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

MS Excel, familiar to a large number of people, provides a rich environment 

for solving linear programming problems in a structured way. The Solver is a 

simple but effective tool for solving linear programs. It can be used for 

optimizing linear models containing hundreds of variables and constraints. 

Once the problem is written in the form an LP model it can be quickly solved 

using solver. 

In the above illustration, the method of formulating a least cost ration using 

two grains and two cakes has been described. Depending on the availability 

and cost, a user can include more ingredients/ grains/ cakes and obtain a least 

cost formulation. He/she can also include additional constraints based on 

nutritional parameters and the amount of ingredients to be included in the 

formulation. Other attributes like ME or TDN of feed stuffs also can be 

included if precise information is available.

The mathematical relationships between the objective function and 

constraints, and the decision variables, the size of the model (number of 

decision variables and constraints) determine how difficult it will be to find 

an optimal solution to a solver model. In the event that an optimal solution is 

not found, the user may have to modify/ remove the constraints. 

CONCLUSION

The novelty in this paper is demonstration of the use of LP approach in 

formulating a low cost ration with defined nutritional requirements by using 

available MS Excel tool Solver. The steps involved in forming the model as 

well as solving the model using Solver have been delineated. This can be 

useful for researchers and students involved in animal nutrition research.
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